


 Introduction 

Over the course of Two days, 26-27 April 2015, Riyadh, Saudi 
Arabia will host one of the greatest mobile events: Saudi Mobile 
Conference.

The fast growth in the mobile revolution and the major changes 
in the world’s technology have moved the world into a new era. 
Being connected all the time wherever you are and the usage 
accessibility has changed the way of work and increased the com-
petition. Billions of people are connected to the power of the 
internet and all devices are being mobilized in our daily lives. 

In conclusion, all these daily changes including the continuous 
mobile innovation where the potentials are never-ending are the 
reason behind the birth of “Saudi Mobile Conference” 2015 
where it will take place to explore the mobile world trends.



About Saudi Mobile Conference

The fast growth in the mobile industry and the continuity to diversify 
has impact the roles of the members whether they are traditional or 
emerging. Does this change evolve the industry? What impact is it causing 
and to what extent? And how the role of the members will be impacted?

Following the Saudi Mobile Expo 2014, we are extremely pleased to 
announce that the Saudi Mobile Conference will return in 2015 but this 
time we will offer an unrivalled opportunity to examine the present, 
debate the future and analyze the trends that are shaping the mobile 
industry and our vital spotlight will be The Role of Social Media in Telecom 
Companies' Business, Mobile and Applications Revolution. Also in this 
conference, we will educate the attendees and challenge them whilst 
covering the newest development in technology, strategies growth and 
next generation services.

 And last but not least, the conference will also cover the fast growth in 
the mobile revolution, the major changes in the world’s technology and 
how it has moved the world into a new era.



 Events Sections

Attendees can take advantage of the many mechanisms that make 
up this leading event:

Conference featuring visionary keynotes and panel discussions.

The world’s best venue for seeking industry opportunities, making deals, and 
networking.

Workshops and closed sessions led by the most prominent local and international 
in�uencers in the �eld of communications and technology.

Mobile Apps Center where the mobile app community gathers to learn, network 
and engage with innovators.

Competitions, where we recognize industry innovation and achievements.

                                

 

Fekra Competition: Saudi youth will have the chance to present their ideas and the best idea(s) will
have the chance to win and transform their idea to reality.
Mobile APP Competition: Create a competitive society to execute the best APP solution for a social
theme/idea.



Targeted Sponsors and Companies

Ministry of Communications and Information Technology.

Communications and Information Technology.

Saudi Export Development Authority.

Government entities.

ICT / Telecommunication Companies.

Hardware and Software Companies.

Mobile Development Companies, Multimedia and Social Network Companies.

Advertising and e-marketing companies.

Vertical Solutions: E-commerce / E-learning / E-health program providers.

Companies supporting the small enterprises.

The private sector.

Data Storage Companies, ERP and CRM.

Search Engine Companies.



Topics Covered

Lectures:

Value add service of mobility to improve the business performance

Building robust infrastructure to support mobile force

Mobile leaning and e-experiences

BYOD Policies in enterprises

The role of young entrepreneurs & developers to build the Mobile ecosystem

Machine to Machine (M2M) Communications

How augmented intelligence is shaping the evolution of the modern workspace

Success in Entrepreneurship at the Saudi Market

Are you prepared for #GenMobile

Consumer transactional mobile application



Topics Covered

Panel Discussions:

Workshops:

Panel Discussion A:     Mobile Commerce and e-payment challenges.

Panel Discussion B:     Monetizing the investments in mobile applications.

Panel Discussion C:     Success in Entrepreneurship at the Saudi Market.

Panel Discussion D:     Challenges of adapting mobility in the enterprises.

Workshop A: Marketing consumer apps; challenges tools and opportunities.

Workshop B: Mobile Content Marketing Strategy and the Content’s marketing related to 
Social Media; multimedia; YouTube & Online Video.

Workshop C: Workshop C (Designing and Developing Windows Universal Apps).

Workshop D: Getting your company to the next level.





Who Should Attend
The government pavilion and Private Sector.

Hardware and Software providers and developers companies.

Employees of the telecommunications / ICT sector.

Mobile development companies / Application development companies.

Social media and e-marketing companies.

Vertical Solutions: E-commerce / E-learning / E-health program providers

Companies supporting the small enterprises.

Advertising and digital marketing.

Programmers, Entrepreneurs and owners of small businesses ideas. 

Press members representing media channels.

IT managers / IT Employees and people interested in Technology.

Employees of network companies, data storage, ERP and CRM.

Employees of the search engines companies.

Developers.

Trademark owners.

Retailers and Owners / Co founders of agencies.

Publishers.
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Muhannad Ebwini

Founder and CEO
HyperPay / Gate2Play

Muhannad Ebwini, is co-founder and CEO HyperPay / Gate2play. 
Muhnnad has led the business to its current position as a one of the 
Middleeast’s fastest growing and successful online payment businesses.

It is regarded as highly innovative and is seen as one of the new generation 
payment service providers. 

Muhannad has over 14 years of experience in the online, eCommerce, 
gaming, and payment industries, having successfully grown the business 
of OneCard, a leading regional alternative payment mechanism between 
2004 and Feb 2010. 

Muhannad  is a certi�ed eCommerce Consultant “CEC” and Project Manager 
eBusiness (PME), and holds an MBA in Management and International 
Business from NYIT and a Bsc in Computer Software Engineering from 
Pricess Sumayya University in Amman, Jordan.    

 He is on the Advisory Board of Dubai World Games Expo, the largest regional 
gaming exhibition, and on the gaming and media committee of the King 
Abdulla initiatives for Arabic Content in KSA.



Farhan Kalaldeh

CEO & Co-Founder
Impact MENA

Farhan Kalaldeh is the CEO of Impact MENA, a Regional Consulting and 
Advisory �rm providing services to investors, governments, Universities 
and other stakeholders in the entrepreneurship and innovation ecosystem 
in the Middle East and North Africa.  

Impact MENA builds on the track record of its founders over the last 15 
years designing and implementing economic development programs 
on the national and regional levels, in addition to engagements where 
the founders had acted as Advisors to more than 50 leading organizations 
in 10 countries in the region. 

From 2014-2010, Farhan served as the  Executive Director for Queen Rania 
Center for Entrepreneurship (QRCE), a National Center of Excellence 
established in 2004 as part of El Hassan Science City to help develop 
Technology Entrepreneurship in Jordan. 

Prior to that, Kalaldeh was the Excellence Manager and Project Manager at 
Economic Zones World (EZW) and Jebel Ali Free Zone (JAFZA) in UAE. 



Other Speakers

Abdullah Al-Swaha - Deputy General Manager & OD, Cisco.
Walid Mnaimnah - CEO, Aspenta.
Ammar Enaya - General Manager, Aruba Networks.
Faisal Al Saif - Founder & CEO, Tech Pills Production Est.
Ehab Khiary - Executive VP,  Arcom.



To Participate and for more information:

Akram Barika
+966 50 7565 905
a.khalid@saudimobileconference.com

Lubna El-Masri
+966 50 9758 913
l.masri@saudimobileconference.com

Mahmoud Ismail
+966 56 0002 858
m.ismail@saudimobileconference.com

Dr. Haitham Taha
+966 50 1122 564
h.taha@thinkout.biz

Abir Al Musharraf 
a.musharraf@thinkout.biz



Thank You


